
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      

2530 Harbour Dr., Harbour Heights, FL 33983 Phone 941-629-2313 August 2020

VISION:  The Board of Directors of the HHCA envision a community that offers an inspiring lifestyle and quality of
life and is a desirable place to live and enjoy the benefits of family, friends and community.
MISSION: Our mission is to enhance and preserve the quality of life and sense of community through effective and
efficient management of the association and to support initiatives that benefit the greater good of the community.
___________________________________________________________________________________________

         FROM THE PRESIDENT        

I don’t have anything news to say in regards to the Civic Association.  Things are all too quiet
and as far as I know none of our members have contracted the Covid 19 virus yet...keep our
fingers crossed!  All I can say is that I hope everyone is staying safe!  I  hope things will get
back to normal soon so we can start having events and rentals before our funds run out
because our expenses keep going on even when the hall is not being used!                                 
                                                                                                            President, Jim McBride 

********************************************************************************************

IN PERSON SCHOOL WILL BE COMING BACK TO

DEEP CREEK SCHOOL EVENTUALLY, MAYBE AS

SOON AS THE 31  OF AUGUST.  ST

Our children will be required to wear masks and as an organization we want to
help our kids be safe.  The school principal, James Vernon, is very happy to
accept home made masks from us for the kids and teachers.  So get busy and
make some masks for our kids.  Details will follow in a separate email
regarding the donation site.   Please make masks in sizes to fit children from
age 5 and up.  Teachers can also use some.      GET SEWING FOR THE KIDS!

********************************************************************************************

     
     
     
   

     
          FIT & STRONG = HEALTHY AND HAPPY!
Come and join our “Get Fit” exercise classes (Mon, Wed, Thurs & Fri.) 9:00-10:00 am at

the Harbor Heights Civic Center!  Classes include a mix of Strength/Toning/Cardio/Pilates/Yoga using a variety of
fitness equipment. Safe distancing practiced (6-8 feet apart).  All equipment is cleaned & sanitized before & after all
classes. Sanitizer and wipes are provided.  Please contact me directly for additional details and sign-up at
Kdpike@att.net  Instructor: Karen Pike-Certified Fitness Instructor-Fit & Strong=Healthy & Happy
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        WE ARE STARTING TO THINK AHEAD TO THE NEW YEAR
We need to start looking for people to be on the board for 2021! At the end of the year I will be
stepping down as President after almost 6 years as Vice President and President! I think its time
for new blood to take over! I will still do what ever I can to work for the civic but not on the
board! We need to start now to have people in place for 2021! So I’m asking for members to
step up and get involved with the board and the civic!  I hope we can have some new folks to
fill the board and keep our civic going with new ideas! Thanks to all that have helped in the
past and the future! Thanks President Jim McBride  

***********************************************************************************************
                        HISTORY OF SINKHOLES FROM PHOSPHATE MINING AFFECTING OUR REGION

Another factor with phosphate mining that needs to be considered are the formation of huge sinkholes beneath the
settling ponds.  In 1994 one of the biggest sinkholes opened at the Mulberry Plant which was 160 feet wide and 200 feet deep. 
“In 2004 Hurricane Frances churned up big waves in the pond on top of a 180 foot tall gypsum stack at a phosphate plant in
Riverview in Hillsborough county causing 65 million gallons of polluted water to spill down the stacks into a stormwater ditch
driving the polluted water into Archie Creek and then into Hillsborough Bay causing a major fish kill.  In August 2016 there was
another spill from the Mulberry phosphate plant in New Wales which was thirty miles east of Tampa which caused another
sinkhole there which was 45 feet wide and 200 feet deep.   1

“The most recent mining catastrophe happened in 2016 when a massive sinkhole opened beneath one of Mosaic's
"gypsum stacks" sending contaminated wastewater into one of the state's main underground sources. Two years and 250 million
gallons later, the hole is FINALLY closed. Here's a Tampa Bay Times article that covers the disaster:
https://www.tampabay.com/news/environment/Two-years-after-it-swallowed-215M-gallons-of-polluted-water-Mosaic-sinkhole-f
inally-corked_168291867/

It's important to understand what a "gypsum stack" is. Phosphogypsum is the waste left behind after the fertilizer
production process. According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), phosphogypsum emits radon, a radioactive
gas, and contains uranium and radium, which are radioactive elements. The EPA requires the "gypsum" to be stored in massive,
above-ground stacks (hundreds of acres wide and hundreds of feet high) because there's no other way to safely dispose of it and
they hope this prevents the cancer-causing radon gas from escaping into the environment.

But in cases like the Mulberry sinkhole, these hopes and "safety precautions" aren't bulletproof; accidents happen. And
when the worst case scenario is threatening the health of our families and our estuaries, how could anyone willingly welcome

these risks??”4

One final area of concern is the amount of
fresh water taken from the Peace River to clean the
phosphate ore that is 
emoved.”   “Phosphate mining companies bore and5

scrape huge pits up to 60 feet deep over thousands of
contiguous acres. More than 180,000 acres have been
mined in the Peace River watershed already, and
mining corporations are now seeking permits for
another 100,000 acres – an expansion of more than 50
percent.  One byproduct of the extraction process is
clay, which is stored in settling ponds that eventually
comprise more than 40 percent of a mine site. Some of
these ponds can measure thousands of acres. Rain is
trapped in these massive clay-laden ponds rather than

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

TUESDAY AUGUST 4TH

7 PM.  ALL BOARD
MEMBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO
ATTEND!

  Dragline extracting 70 thousand pounds of phosphate per load
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soaking into the soil to replenish underlying aquifers.  This
reduces flows in the Peace River. Since the 1960s, the average
annual flow of the middle Peace River has declined from
1,350 cubic feet per second (cfs) to 800 cfs. Most of this flow
reduction is due to phosphate mining.”    “On occasion, clay4

slime spills have prevented the Peace River Manasota Water
Supply Authority from using river flows for drinking water,
forcing municipalities to seek water supplies elsewhere, or
rely on stored supplies.”  3

“This Tampa Bay Times article cites that, "studies of
waters downstream of phosphate mines have found an
increase in heavy metals like lead, and studies of aquifers
have found chemicals used to process the phosphate, like fuel
oil." Aquifers feed the underground wells that provide
drinking water to nearly every household outside the city
limits and every home on agricultural land. If these studies
prove true, those responsible are knowingly allowing the
possibility of poisoning thousands of citizens.   Horse Creek,
the largest Peace River tributary, flows straight through the middle of the proposed DeSoto mining area. Whatever is spilled or
leaked or accidentally discharged into Horse Creek flows downstream to the Peace River and the homes of Charlotte County.”4

1.  The Clock is Ticking on Florida’s Mountains
of Hazardous Phosphate Waste/Sarasota
Magazine https://www.sarasota
magazine.com/news-and-profiles/2017/04/florida-
phosphate
2..http://chnep.wateratlas.usf.edu/upload/docume
nts/EndangeredPeaceRiver.pdf
3.  Https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bone_Valley
4.  https://www.tideandtale.com/blog-posts/2018/
7/16/stop-mosaic-mines-save-the-gulf-coast

Nearly two years after a massive sinkhole opened up at a
Mosaic phosphate processing plant in Mulberry and drained
the polluted water from a phosphogympsum stack, Mosaic
says the chasm is nearly filled in. [Courtesy of Mosaic]


